The energy sector is experiencing its biggest transformation since the introduction of the combustion engine in the automobile, and many of the world's top oil companies are racing to reinvent themselves to survive in the low carbon economy of the future. For them, it is change or die. Reuters is keeping readers and clients ahead, delivering exclusive news, insights and commentary on the accelerating changes in strategy, staffing and focus at some of the biggest oil companies, as well as an evocative series of stories on the fractured communities and politics that are the legacy of energy transitions.
EXCLUSIVE NEWS

- BP offers employees shares in rallying cry for low-carbon shift
- NextEra Energy in $15 billion bid for Evergy; Evergy shares jumped 8% on the news
- Only a quarter of BP’s 10,000 job cuts to be voluntary
- Shell launches major cost-cutting drive to prepare for energy transition
- BP poised to sell ‘stranded assets’ even if oil prices rally
- Shell plans major overhaul around climate drive, CEO tells employees
- Oil major BP to cut 15% of workforce
- BP’s Looney halves top management roles under energy transition plan
- BP’s Looney goes all-in on climate goals and explores overhaul

UNPARALLELED INSIGHT

- BP’s oil exploration team swept aside in climate revolution
- 150 years of spills: Philadelphia refinery cleanup highlights toxic legacy of fossil fuels
- Shell targets power trading and hydrogen in climate drive
- Biden’s climate change orders fast and furious, but lasting change will be harder
- Biden’s clean-energy ‘revolution’ faces challenge to match fossil-fuel jobs, pay
- First wave of ships explore green hydrogen as route to net zero
- Canada’s oil patch seeks government green aid to produce cleaner crude
- Sole survivor? Saudi Aramco doubles down on oil to outlast rivals
- In Pennsylvania coal country, miners forgive Trump for failed revival
- In a town made by coal, family wrestles with climate-change legacy
- U.S. utilities say Biden plan to cut CO2 hinges on breakthroughs
- Big Oil’s patchy deals record casts shadow over green makeover
- In the run-up to U.S. election, drilling lobby promotes natural gas as “clean”
- BP’s green energy targets will be tough to meet
- End game for oil? OPEC prepares for an age of dwindling demand
- Green energy ratchets up power during coronavirus pandemic
- Satellites reveal major new gas industry methane leaks
INSIGHTFUL COMMENTARY
Leading Reuters commentators bring clear, sophisticated insight. See some highlights:

- Can Biden transform the U.S. energy system?
- Energy transitions and zero-carbon targets
- Energy transitions, job losses and political reactions
- Global energy transition already well underway
- California blackouts illustrate risks of mishandled energy transition

EYE ON THE STORY

- Shell targets power trading and hydrogen in climate drive
- Total rebrands in pivot away from oil
- Shell sharpens 2050 zero emissions goal
- BP all but stops looking for more oil
- BP’s green hydrogen project takes off
- Is this the end game for oil?

TRUSTED VIEWS

Reuters Breakingviews offers unmatched, agenda-setting commentary. Highlights include:

- Shell’s new plan tests investors’ green resolve
- Enel will be hard to dislodge from green perch
- BP walks green high wire without a safety net
- Climate activists melt Exxon glacier of truculence
- Chevron makes bet on being last man standing
- Big Oil will cash in on sun and wind
- Repsol stake sale could speed up green shift
- Big Oil’s green rush needn’t inflate a big bubble
- BP’s wind tilt is more steady breeze than gale
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